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Abstract
We present dust color temperature, dust mass and Planck function distributions in
the two far infrared cavities located within 0.25o of white dwarfs WD0038+730
and WD0531-022. For this, IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite) data at longer
wavelengths (60 and 100 mm) have been used. The dust color temperature is
found to lie in the range 19.5-30.3 (±2.6) K. In both cavities, the period of
oscillation is found to be 2-16 times larger than that of the amplitude of the
oscillation. This suggests that the dust oscillates vigorously along the direction of
white dwarf. Therefore, we noticed a significant influence of the wind emitted
from the white dwarf in the process of formation and evolution of the far infrared
cavity.
Keywords: White Dwarf, Far Infrared, Interstellar Dust, Dust color temperature,
Dust mass, Planck function, Gaussian distribution, Dust oscillation
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1 Introduction
Dust in the interstellar medium preserve signature of past evolutionary stages
during late stage of the stellar evolution. In this context, central region of the
planetary nebula is important not only because of electron degenerate processes at
the core, but also asymptotically emitting wind at the surface. Because of the
excessively high density and asymptotic burning of fuels (Hydrogen and Helium)
at the central region, it creates a strong wind at the envelope [12]. These winds
interact with ambient interstellar medium. In the Milky Way, there are more than
3000 such systems [14]. These systems strongly interact with the ambient
interstellar medium. Our aim is to find out regions in which both dust and the
central star (actually white dwarf) interact. This interaction might be due to the
wind [18] or radiation and cosmic particles [6] or gravitational waves[22].
In this work, we aim to investigate far infrared cavities nearby white dwarfs (WDs
hereafter) at 100 m IRAS (Infrared Astronomical Satellite, hereafter IRAS) [13]
(http://skyview.gsfc.nasa.gov) maps surrounded by dust and study their physical
properties such as dust color temperature, dust mass, Planck function and their
distributions. Finally, we intend to understand relation between the possible dust
oscillations towards the WD.

2 Region of Interest and Methods
We have carried out a systematic search at 100 and 60 m wavelengths of IRAS
maps using a catalog of WDs compiled by Holberg et al. [14]. We are interested
to find cavity candidates having a very low flux density at least 5 times lower than
that of its background, assuming it has formed because of the wind emitted from
the nearby WDs and its progenitors in the process of their evolution. Our selection
criteria are as follows: (a) WD should be located within 0.25o of the cavity, (b)
major diameter of the cavity should be at least 0.25o and (c) IRAS map should be
available at both 100 and 60 mm wavelengths. We noticed two such cavities
around the WDs namely WD0038+730 and WD0531-022 (see Figs. 1a & 2a).
We have downloaded FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) image and used
ALADIN2.5 software in order to find out values of flux densities at 100 and 60
m wavelengths. These values are corrected for both background and foreground
emissions [19] and used to calculate dust color temperature (Td), dust mass (Md)
and the Planck function (B(, T)) for each pixel using the formula given by [24,
21, 16, 1, 2],
1
𝑇𝑑 = −96 𝑙𝑛{𝑅×0.6(3+𝛽)}
(1)
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Here R is the ratios of flux densities at 60 and 100 m and  represents spectral
index of the cavity region. Spectral index depends upon the as composition of
material (e.g, dust/grain constitute carbon and silicon compounds), its size, and
compactness. Since the far infrared cavity is surrounded by dust and grains, the
values of spectral index has been taken as 2 ( = 0, 1, 2 for perfect black body,
amorphous matter, metallic crystalline, respectively) [16]. In equation (2), Fand
D represent flux density at 100 m and distance to the cavity. The distance has
been taken from the catalog [20]. The Planck function (B(, T)) is calculated for
each pixel using its dust color temperature at 100 m wavelength.

3 Result & Discussion
At first, we introduce the white dwarf WD0038+730by giving its properties.
Second, we present far infrared cavity nearby WD observed at 60 m and 100 m
IRAS images. We have calculated dust color temperature; dust mass and hence
Planck function distributions using expressions (1-3).
3.1

Far infrared cavity nearby white dwarf WD0038+730

The white dwarf WD0038+730 is located at R.A. (J2000) = 00h41m46.1s, Dec.
(J2000) = +73o21’10". This white dwarf belongs to the spectral class DQ5C [15].
DQ classification refers to the carbon features, either atomic or molecular, in any
part of the electromagnetic spectrum. The spectra of this WD do not show Balmer
or ionized Helium lines [9]. Therefore, this WD cannot be observed through
optical telescope. The parallax and proper motion of the WD are 0.0468 mas and
0.071 (RA), 0.067 (Dec.) mas yr-1respectively [7]. Therefore WD0038+730 is
relatively old and cool.
Figure 1(a) shows 100 m IRAS Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) image
of 0.3o x 0.3o field in which a cavity (symbol `X' ) can be seen along with the
WD0038+730 (symbol `+' ). A huge extended infrared emission at longer
wavelength can be seen at the north-east of the field (Fig. 1b). The size of cavity
is 14.10’ x 6.40’. The distance between WD and center of cavity (the region of
flux minima) is 16.60’. We focus our study at the central part of the field, shown
in the image. The maximum flux outside the cavity is found to be in the range
18.98 - 5.29 x109 MJy sr-1. In the image, the black and red color represents the
minimum and maximum flux density. There are 43 pixels in the cavity. We have
measured flux densities at both 100 m and 60 m FITS images using ALADIN
2.5 software and calculated dust color temperature, dust mass and Planck function
of each 43 pixels using equations (1-3).
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Figure 1: (a) 0.3o x 0.3o field of far infrared cavity nearby white dwarf
WD0038+730 centered at R.A. (J2000) = 00h41m43s, Dec (J2000) = +73o21'14".
The position of the WD (symbol `+') and center of cavity (symbol `x') are shown.
(b) Flux density contour map at 100 m. The distribution of dust color
temperature (c,d), dust mass (e) and Planck function (f) are shown. The solid
curve represents Gaussian (c,e) and sinusoidal (f) fits. The Gaussian parameters
and the contour levels are shown. The statistical ±1error bars are shown.
Figure 1(c) shows the distribution of dust color temperature in the region of
interest. The minimum and maximum dust color temperatures are found to be 19.5
± 1.2 K and 23.8 ± 2.6 K. Gaussian fit is shown by the solid line. The Gaussian
function is

𝑦 = 𝑦𝑜 +

𝐴𝑒

−4𝑙𝑛2(𝑥−𝑥𝑐 )2
𝜔2

𝜔√

(4)

𝜋
4𝑙𝑛2

Where y0, A, x and xcrepresent Gaussian offset, area width, andcenter,
respectively. After substituting the values of Gaussian parameters from the Figure
1(c), number distribution of dust color in the cavity is found to be,
2

𝑛𝑇 = 1.3 + 15.02𝑒 −3.42(𝑇𝑑 −21.4)
(5)
Similarly, number density distribution of dust mass in the cavity (Figure 1e) is
−48 (𝑀 −2.78×1024 )2
𝑑

𝑛𝑀 = 0.39 + 11.90𝑒 −1.30×10

(6)
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In the far infrared cavity, both dust color temperature and dust mass show
Gaussian like distribution. It suggests that the cavity nearby WD0038+730 is
stable and possibly formed long ago because the nearby white dwarf is also aged.
The southern part of the cavity is the coolest region. The density of low
temperature region should be high enough. The low temperature region is found
to be massive, obeying linear relationship between mass and density at constant
volume. It means cosmological principle (homogenous and isotropic) is assumed
to be valid.
The dust particles obey Maxwellian velocity distribution and the radiation coming
to it follows Planck's theory. It is expected that the dust-radiation to follow local
thermodynamic equilibrium. For this distribution of Planck function should be
uniform. Figure 1(f) shows the distribution of Planck function from the WD
towards the center of the cavity. Planck function is found to be deviated from the
straight line. We have fitted the distribution considering dust oscillation. The
parameters namely offset, amplitude, period, and phase shift are determining
factors whether the region is in the strong dynamical equilibrium or not. The
sinusoidal function is
𝜋(𝑋−𝑋 )

𝑦 = 𝑦𝑜 + 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜔 𝑐
(7)
where y0, A, Xc, and  represent offset, amplitude, phase shift, and period
respectively. We get distribution as
𝐵(𝜈, 𝑇) = 1.24 + 0.13𝑠𝑖𝑛 [

𝜋(𝐷−0.20)
0.30

] × 10−15

(8)
Here the period of oscillation is found to be two times larger than the amplitude. It
suggests the dust oscillation towards the WD.
To sum up, the white dwarf WD0038+730 is found to affect nearby region in the
process of evolution. Due to this, an infrared cavity has been formed.
3.2

Far infrared cavity nearby white dwarf WD0531-022

White dwarf WD0531-022 is centrally located in the far infrared dust cavity at
R.A. (J2000) = 05h34m20s, Dec. (J2000) =-02o14'32". The spectral class of this
WD is DA [11] having Balmer lines in the spectra [9]. Its spectra do not have
neutral Helium or any metallic lines. Therefore the surface temperature of this
WD is hot. The parallax of this white dwarf is 0.0904 mas and its proper motion is
0.140 mas yr-1 (RA), 0.129 mas yr-1 (Dec.) [7]. The WD is moving towards northeast direction, as indicated by arrow in the Figure 2(a). The size of cavity is 20.1'
x 7.8’. The distance between white dwarf and center of cavity is 3.23' and the
cavity is located towards north of WD.
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Figure 2: (a) 0.5o x 0.5o field of far infrared cavity nearby white dwarf WD0531022 centered at R.A.(J2000)=05h34m20s, Dec (J2000) = -02o14'32". The position
of white dwarf (symbol `+') and center of the cavity (symbol `x') are shown. (b)
Flux density contour map at 100 m. The distribution of dust color temperature
(c,d), dust mass (e) and Planck function (f) are shown. The solid curve represents
Gaussian (c,e) and sinusoidal (f) fits. The Gaussian parameters and the contour
levels are shown.
There are 56 pixels in the cavity. Pixel size in IRAS 100 m map is 1.52” x 1.52’.
We worked on each pixel to find the values of flux densities at both 60 and 100
m IRAS images using ALADIN2.5 software. To calculate dust color
temperature of each pixel, we used equation (1). The minimum and maximum
dust color temperatures are found to be 25.2 ± 0.7 K and 25.7 ± 0.5 K
respectively. Figure 2(b) showed contour map of flux density at 100 m. We have
fitted the distribution of dust color temperature in the cavity using Gaussian (Fig.
1c). Similar to the above, distribution takes this form
2
𝑛𝑇 = 2.0 + 26.95𝑒 −142.86(𝑇𝑑 −25.4)
(9)
Dust mass distribution is found to have a positive skewness (Fig. 2d). The
Gaussian distribution is
−48 (𝑀 −2.20×1025 )2
𝑑

𝑛𝑀 = 0.30 + 23.16𝑒 −2.31×10

(10)

Figure 2(f) shows sinusoidal fitting of the plot between Planck function along the
distance between the WD and the flux minima of the cavity. The Planck function
distribution is found to be,
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𝐵(𝜈, 𝑇) = 3.69 + 0.04𝑠𝑖𝑛 [

𝜋(𝐷−0.08)
0.58

] × 10−15
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(11)

Here the period of oscillation () is found to be 16 times (0.58/0.04 ~ 16) higher
than that of the amplitude of the oscillation. Therefore, dust in this cavity
oscillates vigorously towards the WD. This is obviously because of the wind
emitted from the WD.
3.3 Comparison with other works
Low et al. [10] determined the temperature of cirrus cloud using 60 m and 100
m fluxes and found 21-27 K. Wood et al. [8] found 20-25 K temperatures of
cirrus cloud. In our calculation, the dust color temperature of both cavities ranges
from 19-31 K to which are nearly similar results obtained to that of [10] and
Wood et al. [8]. Reach et al. [23] observed the white dwarf G29-38 using
photometer and spectrograph of the Spitzer Space Telescope. They found a cloud
of small grains about 1-10Rsun far from G29-38 emitting in the mid infrared. The
luminosity of the infrared excess is observed to be only 3% of the total luminosity
of the star. Dong et al. (2010) identified a dust ring around the white dwarf
WD2226-210 at the center of the Helix nebula. They concluded that the hot WD
provides an intense source of UV radiation. Aryal et al. [4] studied Planetary
nebula NGC 1514 on 12, 25, 60, and 100 m of the IRAS maps. They detected a
huge (2.6 pc) dust emission region around the evolved planetary nebula NGC
1514 on 12 mm maps. Again they found two giant (2.1 and 0.9 pc) bipolar dust
emission structures centered on planetary nebula NGC 1514.
Aryal & Weinberger [5] studied the dust structures in 100 m IRAS maps around
white dwarf WD1003-44. They determined the dust color temperature in the range
(20.7 ± 0.6) K to (21.6 ± 0.2) K, similar to the values that we have found. Jha et
al. [2] measured dust color temperature of four far infrared loops G007+18,
G143+07, G214-01 and G323-02 which are situated within 1o of pulsars namely
PSR J1720-1633, PSR J0406+6138, PSR J0652-0142 and PSR J1535-5848
showed minimum and maximum temperatures from (19.4 ± 1.2) K to (25.3 ± 1.7)
K. Gautam & Aryal (2019) estimated dust color temperature in four far infrared
cavities nearby AGB stars namely, FIC01+55, FIC05+28, FIC06-05 and FIC0601 and found minimum (18.3 ± 1.2) K and maximum (20.5 ± 1.3) K dust color
temperatures.

4 Conclusion
We have investigated two cavities surrounded by the dust in IRAS maps at 60 and
100 m wavelengths. These far infrared cavities are found to be located nearby
(within 0.25o) white dwarfs WD0038+730 and WD0531-022. We have studied
dust color temperature and dust mass distributions in the cavity. In addition,
distribution of Planck function has been studied along the direction of neighboring
white dwarfs. Our conclusions are as follows:
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Far infrared cavity (size ~14.1’ x 6.4’) located nearby white dwarf
WD0038+730 showed maximum dust color temperature as 23.8 ± 1.6 K and
the minimum 19.5 ± 1.2 K. The total mass of the dust is found to be 1.3 x
1026 kg. The distribution of Planck’s function is found to be sinusoidal, with
amplitude smaller by 2-fold than that of period of oscillation.
Far infrared cavity (size ~ 20.1’ x 7.8’) located nearby white dwarf
WD0531-022 showed maximum and minimum dust color temperatures 30.3
± 2.6 K and 25.2 ± 0.7 K, respectively. We noticed that this cavity is 10
times massive than that of the first one. Similarly, period of oscillation is
found to be 16 times more than that of the amplitude in the Planck function
distribution.

Therefore, it is found that both cavities are formed and driven by the nearby white
dwarfs. It would be interesting to work on the association of dust cavities and the
white dwarfs in the future.
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